Proud Southern African distributors of DETEX - known and trusted throughout the world!

ARE YOU INSTALLING DETEX ALARMED EXIT DEVICES with product warranties of up to TEN YEARS ???

DETEx are so confident in their quality that they offer a limited product warranty of TEN YEARS against mechanical, and THREE YEARS against electronic failure!

DETEx V40 SERIES Meets South African requirements for “operation by body weight.” Pressure against the surface mounted aesthetically pleasing heavy-duty panic latch opens the door, setting off a loud alarm 

on most models, (alarm is reset by using the key). The stainless-steel deadlocking latch will allow the door to re-lock once it closes, to prevent unauthorised entry. All V40 series bars are Fire-Rated and can withstand 600 kg of pull pressure from outside! Most models require minimum openings between 790 and 860 mm wide.

DETEx V40 series options include stand-alone models with battery powered alarm, mains powered alarm with battery-backup, micro-switches for remote monitoring to a control room or alarm system, rugged weatherised versions for outdoor use, and a delayed exit model with full monitoring and bypass facilities. DETEx V4001 x ER has an electrically retractable latch – suitable for access control on emergency exits and fire escapes.

DETEx ECL-600 is a heavy-duty, fire-rated, stand-alone, surface mounted, alarmed escape lock with a large red exit paddle. Pushing the paddle withdraws the latch-bolt and the deadbolt simultaneously, sounding a loud 95 dB alarm. After escape, the door re-locks automatically when closed. The alarm can only be reset by means of the by-pass key, which also re-locks the deadbolt. No wiring or external electronics are required with battery-only 9-volt models. Options: Mains power with battery backup, high security key by-pass for alarm.

DETEx ECL-230D is a heavy surface mounted alarmed deadlock only for narrow doors. Pushing the large red exit paddle will unlock the door and sound a loud 95 dB alarm, enabling an immediate reaction. No wiring or external electronics required – alarm operates on a 9V battery. Options include a longer push-bar and a high security key for the alarm bypass.

DETEx EAX series loud Exit Alarms are suitable for monitoring doors that already have conventional panic or exit hardware, or any door that needs a loud local alarm. The 95dB alarm is reset by means of the by-pass key. All models have audible and visual indicators for armed or disarmed mode and for low battery status. EAX-500 (illustrated at left) is a surface mount stand-alone instant alarm unit with a 9-volt alkaline battery-only operation. EAX-300 is identical in appearance to EAX-500, but sounds an alarm only if door fails to close after the pre-set time. EAX-2500 (illustrated at right) is available in surface mount or semi-flush mounting. Operating on 12 – 24 Volts AC or DC, they have an output for an alarm relay, and a 9-volt internal alkaline battery as a backup. Grey housing is standard; available in black on special order.

The DETEx products above are ones we usually stock. We will gladly assist with detailed specifications and information on these - or other non-stock models. Please send us your door details and accurate measurements of door and frame.

- For double doors - please ask for details of extra hardware needed for the second-opening leaf.
- The alarm bypass available with CISA ASTRAL-TEKNO S01 or CISA C3000 T06 keys at extra cost
- For the DETEx TEN YEAR / THREE YEAR limited factory warranty details, go to www.detex.com